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Abstract

This extended abstract highlights the research
ventures and findings in the domain of speech
intelligibility improvement. Till this point, an
effort has been to simulate the Lombard ef-
fect, which is the deliberate human attempt to
make a speech more intelligible when speak-
ing in the presence of interfering background
noise. To that end, an attempt has been made
to shift the formants away from the noisy re-
gions in spectrum both sub-optimally and opti-
mally. The sub-optimal shifting methods were
based upon Kalman filtering and EM approach.
The optimal shifting involved the use of opti-
mization to maximize an objective intelligibil-
ity index after shifting the formants. A trans-
fer learning framework was also set up to bring
down the computational complexity.

1 Motivation of Research

While much of the research focus has been on im-
provement in quality of speech signals, certain
applications call for proper intelligibility of the
speech rather than how pleasing it is to the listener.
Thus, the prime motivation of the current research
is to ensure that information is not lost to noise and
is communicated in a robust manner, especially at
very low SNR levels.

2 Key Issues; Identified and Addressed

The most common causative factor of loss in speech
intelligibility is the presence of background noise.
When noise occupies the same regions of the spec-
trum as speech, the intelligibility falls drastically.
One solution is to shift the formants away from the
noisy regions in the spectrum. The result would
be that the information content in those formants
would also be shifted away from the noise and
would thus cease to be afflicted by it. The details
of formant shifting are given in (Nathwani et al.,
2016).

Figure 1: Transformation Function (TF) obtained
through CLPSO and Transfer Learning (TL) via left (L)
and right (R) shifting.

3 Major Contributions

Following have been the major contributions so far:

1. The first major contribution was the imple-
mentation of Comprehensive Learning Parti-
cle Swarm Optimization (CLPSO) (Rahmati
et al., 2014) for optimization of 5 parameters
a Trapezoidal Delta Function based formant
shifting framework.

2. One drawback of this optimization was the
enormous time-complexity which rendered
the approach unsuitable for real-time applica-
tions. To address this issue, the next contri-
bution was made. A Transfer Learning (TL)
framework was developed which transferred
the learning across languages.

3. In parallel, another attempt was made to re-
duce the time complexity by replacing the
Trapezoidal formant shifting with a Gaus-
sian one. Therefore, the next contribution
was training a Gaussian delta function using
CLPSO to optimize a set of 3 (instead of 5)
shaping parameters.

4. Since Gaussian is a statistical shape, it al-
lowed the incorporation of noise in the TL
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Table 1: Universal TL performance measured on STOI for EN(TR)→FR(BB) and compared with Trap based TL

SNR
STOIO

NM CLPSO (Trap) TL-Lang (Trap) CLPSO (Gauss) TL-Noise (Gauss) TL-Univ (Gauss)
FR(BB) STOIM

FR(BB)→FR(BB) STOIM
EN(BB)→FR(BB) STOIM

FR(BB)→FR(BB) STOIM
FR(TR)→FR(BB) STOIM

EN(TR)→FR(BB)

-8 0.44 0.57 (+29.54%) 0.47 (+6.82%) 0.58 (+31.82%) 0.57 (+29.54%) 0.56 (+27.27%)
-14 0.31 0.45 (+45.16%) 0.34 (+9.68%) 0.47 (+51.61%) 0.47 (+51.61%) 0.44 (+41.94%)
-26 0.25 0.34 (+36.00%) 0.27 (+8.00%) 0.36 (+44.00%) 0.35 (40.00%) 0.32 (+28.00%)

framework which was earlier not considered.
Thus, the next contribution was the develop-
ment of another TL framework for transfer-
ring the learning from one noise environment
(source) to another (target).

5. The final contribution was the amalgamation
of both the TL approaches to form a universal
TL framework.

4 Methodologies

The foundation of the current work lies in shifting
the formants away from noisy regions in speech.
To that end, the mathematical representation of this
shifting through a Gaussian delta function can be
represented as shown:

F̂ =


h

(µ−δf1) + F, if δf1 ≤ F < µ
−h

(δf2−µ) + F, if µ ≤ F ≤ δf2
F, otherwise

δf1 = max(0 Hz, f(< µ @ TF = 0))

δf2 = min(f(> µ @ TF = 0), 4000 Hz)
(1)

For the universal TL framework, the formant
shifting is applied after the parameters have been
modified for the new combination of language and
noise at a certain SNR. This universal TL can be
mathematically represented as:

µT = µS ±min(|
FTavg
FSavg

× µS |,

|µtn ∼ µsn
µsn

% of µS |)

σT = σS ±
σtn ∼ σsn

σsn
% of σS

(2)

The subscripts ‘S’ & ‘T’ denote the source and
target transformation functions respectively, and
the subscripts ‘sn’ & ‘tn’ denote the Gaussian ap-
proximation of the magnitude spectra of the two
noises being compared. FTavg and FSavg are the av-
erage formant frequencies of the target and source
languages respectively. The modification of mean

is contributed to by both language and noise trans-
fer. The modification in standard deviation is con-
trolled by noise transfer alone.

5 Experiments and Results

The pipeline of the experiments conducted started
with the generation of a Trapezoidal Delta function
through CLPSO for a certain combination of Lan-
guage, Noise type and SNR level. This led to a
certain improvement in Short Time Objective Intel-
ligibility (STOI) (Taal et al., 2010) for that specific
combination. Thereafter transfer was done across
languages and the results were compared with that
obtained through direct training through CLPSO.
Next, the CLPSO was used to obtain the Gaussian
Delta function for a combination as discussed be-
fore. Thereafter, transfer was done across noises,
followed by a combination of language and noise.
These results can be exemplified by one of the cases
of training and transfer, as shown in Table 1. The
table compares the CLPSO training of both Trape-
zoidal as well as Gaussian Delta functions, fol-
lowed by the transfer across Languages and Noises
respectively. The final column of the Table shows
the results of the universal TL framework working
on Languages and Noises simultaneously. It can be
seen that the CLPSO training performs better us-
ing Gaussian than Trapezoid. Also transfer across
Noises improves intelligibility more than transfer
across Languages for this particular setup. Further-
more, the universal TL results seem to approach
the results as obtained through direct training.

6 Future Plans and Road-map for Thesis

The work done up to this point has provided cer-
tain insightful results. These results will be used as
prior information to train a Neural Network to de-
velop a fully autonomous system that is scalable in
terms of applications. Thus, the thesis is projected
to be consisting of two parts. The former dealing
with intelligibility improvement of speech using
basic machine learning and optimization, while the
latter handling these issues through the employ-
ment of deep neural networks.
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